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LislNE THis BnnK

This book is brol(en into two sections. The first section

details the six scenarios, starting with the introductory

scenario ``Brother Against Brother."



Each scenario describes the unit setup, event deck

construction, corruption checks, and bombardment checks

carried out during setup. Regardless of the scenario, players

should always follow the general instructions found on



The second section of this book is titled ``The Siege of

Terra," and explains the story and fiction behind HORus



pages 12-13 of the main I.ulebook. Although each scenario

is unique in its setup, they all share the same victory

conditions as described on page 39 of the main rulebook.



HERESY.



S[ENARID I: BRDTHER AEAINST ERDTHER

This scenario sets the stage for a well-balanced game and

roughly historical setup. It is highly recommended that new



players play this scenario first, as it provides a complete

unit setup and an event deck that is both simple and fair.

It also provides a good foundation for learning how to play

HORUS HERESY.



EVENT DE[K [DNSTnu[TiDN

ACTI: Use all of the cards from the following list: Apocalypse Rains Down, The Righteous Heed the Call, Tendi`ils of

the Traitor, The Vicissitudes of Chaos.



ACTII: Use all of the cards from the following list: Apocalypse Rains Down, Command Decisions (x2), The Sky

Forti'ess Rises.



UNIT SETUP



Both the Imperial and Traitor players place starting units,

Heroes, and defense lasers on the main map as shown in

the \\Brother Against Brother" setup



ACTIII: Use all of the cards from the following list: Titans

Stride the Ear`th (x2).



EnRHupTiflN



The Traitor player makes 12 corruption draws.



BnMBARDMENT



The Traitor player makes four orbital bombardments.



DRDER [ARD SETLIP



The Traitor player places four of his ``Port

Landing" and/or ``Drop Pods" starting order

cards, at no initiative cost, in any region(s) of

his choice on the strategic map. (To be clear,

exactly four cards are placed, in whatever

combination.) He shuffles his remaining ``Port

Landing" and ``Drop Pods" starting order

cards into his order deck.



s[ENAHln z: HEREsv LiNHERALDED

This scenario is similar to the strictly historical scenario,

\\Bi`other Against Brother,'' but allows both players to make



more choices about how their initial forces are arrayed.

Since an understanding of the various units' capabilities is

necessary to make good decisions in setting up these forces,

it is not i`ecommend for first-time players.



5. The Traitor player places the remainder of his starting

forces as follows:

» Horus and any three Traitor units in the Vengefu/

Sp/.r/.t Command Center.

» Any four Traitor units in the Vengefu/ Sp/.r/.I



Catacombs.

» Any four Traitor units in each of the two spaceports

LINIT SETLIP



1. The Traitor player chooses one of the four spaceports

and places a Warband of his choice there.

2. The Imperial player chooses two of the remaining three

spaceports and places three Imperial Army units on

each.

3. The Traitor player places a Warband of his choice on the

fourth spaceport.

4. The Imperial player places the r`emainder of his starting

foi`ces as follows, but none may be placed in violation of

an area's stacking limit, in either spaceport where the

Ti`aitor player placed a Warband, or on the Vengefu/

Sp,.r,.t.



» One Imperial Army in each of the fortress areas (the

Tower of Shadows, Librarium Technologicus, Bastion

Eternal, Fortress of Truth, Citadel of Justice, and



previously claimed by the Traitor player's Warbands

(for a total of eight added units).

» Any Traitor Hero(es) in any area(s) where there are

already Traitor units.

All unused units and Heroes form the players' respective

stockpiles.



EVENT DEl:K EDNSTRUBTll)N



ACTI: Use all of the cards from the following list: Apocalypse Rains Down, The Righteous Heed the Call, Tendrils of

the Traitor, The Vicissitudes of Chaos.

ACTII: Use all of the cards from the following list: Apocalypse Rains Down, Command Decisions (x2), The Sky



Fortress Rises.



Black Ministry).



» Six defense lasers in any six different areas.

» Three Adeptus Custodes, three Adeptus Arbites, and

the Emperor in any area(s) of the Palace region.

» Three Adeptus Mechanicus and the Fabricator

General in any factory area(s).

» Three Imperial Titan units in any factory area(s), or



ACTIII: Use all of the cards from the following list: Titans

Stride the Earth (x2).



[nHRupTinN

The Traitor player makes 12 corruption draws.



area(s) adjacent to factories.

» All 12 Imperial Space Marines units and their

Primarchs in any area(s). (Specifically, these

units and Heroes include four Blood Angels and

Sanguinius, four Imperial Fists and Rogal Dorn, and



four White Scars and Jaghatai Khan.)

» Eight Imperial Armies and four Imperial Tank

Divisions in any area(s).



EnMEARnMENT



The Traitor player mal(es four orbital bombardments.



nRDER [AnD sETup

The Traitor player places four of his ``Port Landing" and/

or ``Drop Pods'' starting order cards, at no initiative cost,

in any region(s) of his choice on the strategic map. (To be

clear, exactly four cards are placed, in whatever combination.) He shuffles his remaining ``Port Landing" and ``Drop



Pods" starting order cards into his order deck.



s[ENAHin 3: HnLy TERRA ASLiNDER

In this scenario, the damage wrought by the invading fleet's

bombardments has been more than devastating to its defenders, it has wracl(ed Holy Terra to the edge of recognition. In this scenario, the battlefield itself changes over the

course of the game, and players must adapt to its changes if

they hope to prevail.



EENERAL E"PflNENT SETLIP



After the regular general component setup procedure, the



EVENT DE[K EnNs"LiETinN

ACTI: Use three random cards from the following list:

Apocalypse Rains Down, Cyclones Rage and the Air Itself

Burns, Doom Flies Astray, Lava Boils and Terra is Torn

Asunder.

ACTII: Use five random cards from the following list: An

Unholy Portal is Opened, Apocalypse Rains Down, Blocked

With Corpses, Command Decisions, The Sky Fortress Rises,

The Unwavering Will to Act.



players take turns rendering areas of the board IMPAsslBLE.



An impassible area cannot be entered by units or Heroes,

cannot be the target of bombardments, and cannot be the

subject of any game effect at all. Functionally, it does not

exist.



The players together designate four areas as impassible by

choosing them in turn. The Traitor player selects an area

first, and then the players alternate until four areas have

been chosen. Impassible areas may not be designated so

that two such areas would be adjacent to each other. Players place special tokens on the board to indicate impassible



ACTIII: Use all of the cards from the following list: Titans

Stride the Earth (x2).



[nRHLipTmN

The Traitor player makes eight corruption draws.



BnMEAHDMENT



The Traitor player makes six orbital bombardments.



areas.



URDEH EAHD SETLIP



The only areas that may not be designated impassible are

the Inner Palace, the four spaceports, and the pair of areas

in the VErvGEFUL SplRiT region. Otherwise, all areas are fair



The Traitor player places four of his ``Port Landing" and/

or ``Drop Pods" starting order cards, at no initiative cost,

in any region(s) of his choice on the strategic map. (To be

clear, exactly four cards are placed, in whatever combina-



game.



tion.) He shuffles his remaining ``Port Landing`` and \\Drop



Pods" starting order cards into his order deck.

LINIT SETLIP



Unit setup is identical to the ``Heresy Unheralded" scenai`io. Any unit that must be placed in an area that has been

rendered impassible is destroyed instead of placed.



&lt;7}



SEENAHln z: HERESv UNHEHALDED

This scenario is similar to the strictly historical scenario,

``Brother Against Brother,'' but allows both players to make



more choices about how their initial forces are arrayed.

Since an understanding of the various units` capabilities is

necessary to make good decisions in setting up these forces,

it is not recommend for first-time players.



5. The Traitor player places the remainder of his starting

forces as follows:

» Horus and any three Traitor units in the Vengefu/

Sp/.r/.I Command Center.

» Any four Traitor units in the Vengefu/ Sp/.r/.t



Catacombs.

» Any four Traitor units in each of the two spaceports

LINIT SETLIP



I. The Traitor player chooses one of the four spaceports

and places a Warband of his choice there.

2. The Imperial player chooses two of the remaining three

spaceports and places three Imperial Army units on

each.

3. The Traitor player places a Warband of his choice on the

fourth spaceport.

4. The Imperial player places the remainder of his starting

forces as follows, but none may be placed in violation of

an area's stacking limit, in either spaceport where the

Traitor player placed a Warband, or on the Vengefu/

Spirit.



» One Imperial Army in each of the fortress areas (the

Tower of Shadows, Librarium Technologicus, Bastion

Eternal, Forti`ess of Truth, Citadel of Justice, and



previously claimed by the Traitor player's Warbands

(for a total of eight added units).

» Any Traitor Hero(es) in any area(s) where there are

already Traitor units.

All unused units and Heroes form the players' respective

stockpiles.



EVENT DEI:K [nNs"uETil]N

ACTI: Use all of the cards from the following list: Apocalypse Rains Down, The Righteous Heed the Call, Tendrils of

the Traitor, The Vicissitudes of Chaos.

ACTII: Use all of the cards from the following list: Apocalypse Rains Down, Command Decisions (x2), The Sky



Fortress Rises.



BIack Ministry).



» Six defense lasers in any six different areas.

» Three Adeptus Custodes, three Adeptus Arbites, and

the Emperor in any area(s) of the Palace region.

» Three Adeptus Mechanicus and the Fabricator



General in any factory area(s).

» Three Imperial Titan units in any factory area(s), or

area(s) adjacent to factories.

» All 12 Imperial Space Marines units and their

Primarchs in any area(s). (Specifically, these

units and Heroes include four Blood Angels and

Sanguinius, four Imperial Fists and Rogal Dorn, and

four White Scars and Jaghatai I(nan.)

» Eight Imperial Armies and four Imperial Tank

Divisions in any area(s).



ACTIII: Use all of the cards from the following list: Titans

Stride the Earth (x2).



[nHRLipTinN



The Traitor player makes 12 corruption draws.



EnMEARI]MENT



The Traitor player makes four orbital bombardments.



nRDER EARI] sE"p

The Traitor player places four of his ``Port Landing'' and/

or ``Drop Pods'' starting order cards, at no initiative cost,

in any region(s) of his choice on the strategic map. (To be

clear, exactly four cards are placed, in whatever combination.) He shuffles his remaining ``Port Landing" and \\Drop



Pods" starting order cards into his order deck.



s[ENARln 4: FnRTLINE FAvnRs THE BnLD

In this scenario, events favor both

players with opportunities to do more

-to place moi`e orders, and to push



their units further and harder -than

they would otherwise be able to. In

addition, the Imperial player's victory

by holding out is imperiled. (Make



sure both players have read and

understand the event card ``The Warp

Claims a Mighty Armada'' before the

game begins. Both players should also



understand that this card may or may

not actually wind up coming out in

the course of the game.) Finally, additional events designed to throw the

Emperor and Horus closer together

haunt the endgame. These forces

combine for a wider-ranging, more

dynamic game.



SF]E[lAL RULE



As part of setup, each player takes

three special tokens. Any time a

player places one of his orders on the

strategic map, executes one of his orders from the strategic map, or executes one of his orders from his hand,

he may expend one (but only one!) of

his special tokens to reduce by one, to

a minimum of zero, the initiative cost

of that placement or execution. When

expended, that token is removed from



play for the rest of the game.



UNIT SETUF]



Unit setup is identical to the `\Heresy

Unheralded" scenario.



EVENT DEER EuNs"LiETinN

ACTI: Use thr`ee i`andom cards from the following list:



[DRRuPTIDN



The Traitor player makes 12 corruption draws.



Command Decisions (x2), The Strength of Conviction, The

Unwavering Will to Act.

BnMBARDMENT



ACTII: Use two random cards from the following list:

Horus's Irresistible Gambit, The Strength of Conviction,

The Warp Claims a Mighty Armada.



The Traitor player makes four orbital bombardments.



nRDER EARD sETup



ACTIII: Use five random cards from the following list: An

Unholy Portal is Opened, The Sky Fortress Rises, Thrown

to Terra by his Mighty Hand, Titans Stride the Earth, The

Unwavering Will to Act (x3).



The Traitor player places four of his ``Port Landing" and/

or \\Drop Pods" starting order cards, at no initiative cost,

in any region(s) of his choice on the strategic map. (To be

clear, exactly four cards are placed, in whatever combination.) He shuffles his remaining \`Port Landing" and ``Drop



Pods" starting order cards into his order deck.
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